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The author—J. A. (John) Turley—is a retired petroleum-engineering professor, drilling manager,

and oil-and-gas executive. He wrote mysteries for ten years before BP’s April 2010 Macondo

blowout in the Gulf of Mexico, after which he fully committed his research and writing time to

the real-world disaster. Looking for answers to an often-repeated question—"What happened

to that rig in the Gulf?”—he studied publicly available depositions, well data, and investigative

reports; ignored finger-pointing, pontificating attorneys, and hearsay evidence; and assessed

the cause of the disaster from engineering, operations, and management perspectives.

Defining the cause of the blowout and applying results to future wells became: (1) the subject

of his widely acclaimed book, THE SIMPLE TRUTH: BP's Macondo Blowout, and (2) the basis

for his professional speaking platform, with seventy-five presentations in eleven countries and

across the US to operating companies, professional societies, technical conferences, and

petroleum engineering universities. He was named a Society of Petroleum Engineers (SPE)

Distinguished Lecturer for 2015-2016, through which he made his last 30 presentations to SPE

sections on a global basis. The Simple Truth is written as narrative-nonfiction, with surrogate

characters representing the 11 men who died as well as those who survived. Turley’s

presentations consistently garner audience interest in his research findings and

recommendations.That said, taking away the audience; translating inflected dialog into ink,

paper, and pixels; and preserving and further disseminating the message, became the driving

force in putting together his follow-on book FROM THE PODIUM: The Cause of BP’s Macondo

Blowout. Throughout the nonfiction book (no people, no dialog, just facts), he focuses strictly

on the data-driven engineering and operating cause of the disaster, as if from a podium in front

of an academic and professional audience. His presentations—and FROM THE PODIUM—

share a common goal: To assess the physical cause of the disaster and apply lessons learned

to future wells. To this end, the book is a physical compilation of his slides, text, diagrams,

conclusions, and recommendations, as well as key Q&A topics queried by faculty, students,

environmentalists, and other technical experts from throughout the oil-and-gas industry.The

author's mantra—nested into his books—has been and remains: Only if we understand and

care about the cause of BP's Macondo blowout will we know why it should not have happened

and why it should never happen again.
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THREE—The Movie--Deepwater HorizonADDENDUM FOUR—THE HOLE TRUTH--A Novel,

by J.A. Turley FOR JANForever my love,my best friend,and always my

CFOOE INTRODUCTION On April 20, 2010, the major London-based energy company BP

plc was blasted into the headlines by a disastrous blowout in the Gulf of Mexico aboard a deep-

water drilling rig named Deepwater Horizon.At the time, I had retired from my engineering and

management career in oil and gas, and news of the event threatened to consume me. I

immediately focused on the in-progress catastrophe, which evolved to become one of the most

lethal, costly, manmade environmental disasters in history. But because the blowout took place

aboard Transocean’s Deepwater Horizon drilling rig, the media addressed the disaster as BP’s

Deepwater Horizon blowout and oil spill. In fact, the 2016 Hollywood film about the tragedy is

named, simply: Deepwater Horizon.Nevertheless, it was, in fact, BP’s Macondo blowout.BP’s

Macondo blowout killed eleven men. Further, the half �billion-dollar Transocean Deepwater

Horizon burned, capsized, and sank in the mile-deep Gulf. An estimated five million barrels

(200 million gallons) of crude oil spilled into the Gulf during a media feeding frenzy that lasted

eighty �six days. Costs skyrocketed, eclipsing $60 billion—pushed by failed businesses, open-

ocean cleanup, coastline and estuary rejuvenation, and litigation-related fines and penalties

that, as of 2018, do not yet include the results of ongoing civil trials.So, where do I, John Turley,

fit in? Offshore operations, and drilling operations in general, occupied much of my

professional career. In retirement, I was the neighborhood “oil guy,” which led family and friends

—inundated by TV and internet news—to ask, “John, what happened to that rig in the

Gulf?”My inability to answer that single question led me to start digging. I returned to the world

of research and gathered publicly available data wherever I could find it. I reviewed United

States Coast Guard depositions, company investigative reports, engineering procedures,

published studies, and court transcripts. The more hard-data I uncovered, the more hooked I

became at filling in the blanks and completing the puzzle as to what caused the blowout.During

the interim, I made a two-part decision.First, I committed myself to ignoring finger-pointing,

politics, opinion, he-said-she-said, oily beaches, media headlines, court findings, company

cultures, journalists, attorneys, and—albeit with great difficulty—the people involved, whether

victims, survivors, or associated leaders.Second, I would focus on only one thing—hard data.

The data would tell me the story I needed to know in concert with my mantra—Only if we

understand and care about the cause of BP’s Macondo blowout will we know why it should not

have happened and why it should never happen again.The data I found were compelling, but I

knew it would mean little to those friends and family who still wanted to know “what happened

to that rig in the Gulf?” To answer their question, I let the hard data define a chronologically

accurate skeletal framework within which I wrote a book—The Simple Truth: BP’s Macondo

Blowout.A key element of my writing goal was to include and use all the data I’d gathered and

to explain the technical cause of the disaster in a way that, for example, my non-engineering

father might have appreciated.For that reason, and because eleven key personnel from the rig

perished that dreadful night and could not speak for themselves, I wrote the book as narrative

nonfiction. The data are real, but the story is written as a novel with made-up characters—

surrogates for those who survived and those who died.More than a hundred literary agents

turned down my query letters and manuscript submissions for The Simple Truth. Many didn’t

respond, perhaps because they didn’t like my writing. Others turned me down using reasons

like “untold litigious liability.” It seems they wanted nothing to do with the risk of an unknown

author telling The Simple Truth about a major disaster.So, I self-published The Simple Truth in

September 2012. I worked with Ebook Tops to publish paperback and ebook versions.To date,

sales are nice, comments are positive, and I’m in the black. But it’s also important for me to



look back to when an industry leader read my book and phoned me in late 2012. As an

executive for a major energy company, he invited me to attend a corporate HES (health,

environment, and safety) conference to present the results of my research findings. That

successful event opened the way for me to make dozens of subsequent technical and keynote

presentations across the US and around the world. Those presentations form the basis for this

publication, From the Podium.After almost fifty such presentations, I was invited by the Society

of Petroleum Engineers (SPE) to be an SPE Distinguished Lecturer for 2015-2016 and to make

thirty more presentations (same topic) to SPE sections on a global basis.I made my last SPE-

DL presentation in Brisbane, Australia, on May 19, 2016, after which I declared an end to my

seventy-three �month, passion-driven, self-imposed Macondo mission.Yet it hasn’t been a clean

break because at virtually every technical presentation somebody asked for a copy of my

slides. I always apologized before I turned them down—because I had an obligation to make

my slides available to SPE so that SPE could publish the slides on their website. I have fulfilled

that obligation, so SPE members can now go to the SPE-DL site and see the slides.But—those

slides contain none of the text included herein. Accordingly, this document—From the Podium:

BP’s Macondo Blowout—is the only complete, annotated, footnoted resource about my

research-related presentations and recommendations. 
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by J.A. Turley FOR JANForever my love,my best friend,and always my

CFOOE INTRODUCTION On April 20, 2010, the major London-based energy company BP

plc was blasted into the headlines by a disastrous blowout in the Gulf of Mexico aboard a deep-

water drilling rig named Deepwater Horizon.At the time, I had retired from my engineering and

management career in oil and gas, and news of the event threatened to consume me. I

immediately focused on the in-progress catastrophe, which evolved to become one of the most

lethal, costly, manmade environmental disasters in history. But because the blowout took place

aboard Transocean’s Deepwater Horizon drilling rig, the media addressed the disaster as BP’s

Deepwater Horizon blowout and oil spill. In fact, the 2016 Hollywood film about the tragedy is

named, simply: Deepwater Horizon.Nevertheless, it was, in fact, BP’s Macondo blowout.BP’s

Macondo blowout killed eleven men. Further, the half �billion-dollar Transocean Deepwater

Horizon burned, capsized, and sank in the mile-deep Gulf. An estimated five million barrels

(200 million gallons) of crude oil spilled into the Gulf during a media feeding frenzy that lasted

eighty �six days. Costs skyrocketed, eclipsing $60 billion—pushed by failed businesses, open-

ocean cleanup, coastline and estuary rejuvenation, and litigation-related fines and penalties

that, as of 2018, do not yet include the results of ongoing civil trials.So, where do I, John Turley,

fit in? Offshore operations, and drilling operations in general, occupied much of my

professional career. In retirement, I was the neighborhood “oil guy,” which led family and friends

—inundated by TV and internet news—to ask, “John, what happened to that rig in the

Gulf?”My inability to answer that single question led me to start digging. I returned to the world

of research and gathered publicly available data wherever I could find it. I reviewed United

States Coast Guard depositions, company investigative reports, engineering procedures,

published studies, and court transcripts. The more hard-data I uncovered, the more hooked I

became at filling in the blanks and completing the puzzle as to what caused the blowout.During

the interim, I made a two-part decision.First, I committed myself to ignoring finger-pointing,

politics, opinion, he-said-she-said, oily beaches, media headlines, court findings, company

cultures, journalists, attorneys, and—albeit with great difficulty—the people involved, whether

victims, survivors, or associated leaders.Second, I would focus on only one thing—hard data.

The data would tell me the story I needed to know in concert with my mantra—Only if we

understand and care about the cause of BP’s Macondo blowout will we know why it should not

have happened and why it should never happen again.The data I found were compelling, but I

knew it would mean little to those friends and family who still wanted to know “what happened

to that rig in the Gulf?” To answer their question, I let the hard data define a chronologically

accurate skeletal framework within which I wrote a book—The Simple Truth: BP’s Macondo

Blowout.A key element of my writing goal was to include and use all the data I’d gathered and

to explain the technical cause of the disaster in a way that, for example, my non-engineering

father might have appreciated.For that reason, and because eleven key personnel from the rig

perished that dreadful night and could not speak for themselves, I wrote the book as narrative

nonfiction. The data are real, but the story is written as a novel with made-up characters—

surrogates for those who survived and those who died.More than a hundred literary agents

turned down my query letters and manuscript submissions for The Simple Truth. Many didn’t

respond, perhaps because they didn’t like my writing. Others turned me down using reasons

like “untold litigious liability.” It seems they wanted nothing to do with the risk of an unknown

author telling The Simple Truth about a major disaster.So, I self-published The Simple Truth in

September 2012. I worked with Ebook Tops to publish paperback and ebook versions.To date,

sales are nice, comments are positive, and I’m in the black. But it’s also important for me to

look back to when an industry leader read my book and phoned me in late 2012. As an



executive for a major energy company, he invited me to attend a corporate HES (health,

environment, and safety) conference to present the results of my research findings. That

successful event opened the way for me to make dozens of subsequent technical and keynote

presentations across the US and around the world. Those presentations form the basis for this

publication, From the Podium.After almost fifty such presentations, I was invited by the Society

of Petroleum Engineers (SPE) to be an SPE Distinguished Lecturer for 2015-2016 and to make

thirty more presentations (same topic) to SPE sections on a global basis.I made my last SPE-

DL presentation in Brisbane, Australia, on May 19, 2016, after which I declared an end to my

seventy-three �month, passion-driven, self-imposed Macondo mission.Yet it hasn’t been a clean

break because at virtually every technical presentation somebody asked for a copy of my

slides. I always apologized before I turned them down—because I had an obligation to make

my slides available to SPE so that SPE could publish the slides on their website. I have fulfilled

that obligation, so SPE members can now go to the SPE-DL site and see the slides.But—those

slides contain none of the text included herein. Accordingly, this document—From the Podium:

BP’s Macondo Blowout—is the only complete, annotated, footnoted resource about my

research-related presentations and recommendations. Presentation Format This presentation

—From the Podium: BP’s Macondo Blowout—includes my slides, text, and Q&A from four

years of presentations, including my 2015-16 SPE-DL road trip.Audience members who

scheduled at least an hour and who participated in extensive Q&A got very close to hearing

the full story, as told here. Those with less time and fewer questions got less.Though this

written text is comprehensive, there are a number of topics in The Simple Truth that could not

be covered in From the Podium. In general, if a topic was not germane to understanding the

physical cause of the blowout, I’ve left it for The Simple Truth to tell the more-comprehensive,

fully footnoted, story.This document, especially when paired with The Simple Truth, is intended

for the general reading public, but it is particularly important to petroleum engineering faculty

and students and to all others in the O&G industry (including members of SPE) who care about

and want to understand the cause of BP’s 2010 Macondo blowout in the Gulf of

Mexico.Nevertheless, and for the record, the following is not an SPE presentation, nor is it

presented here as an SPE document.Accordingly, whether you are a layman or a technical

expert, if you care about the cause of the blowout, I hereby invite you into my world. 

FOR JANForever my love,my best friend,and always my CFOOE INTRODUCTION On April

20, 2010, the major London-based energy company BP plc was blasted into the headlines by a

disastrous blowout in the Gulf of Mexico aboard a deep-water drilling rig named Deepwater

Horizon.At the time, I had retired from my engineering and management career in oil and gas,

and news of the event threatened to consume me. I immediately focused on the in-progress

catastrophe, which evolved to become one of the most lethal, costly, manmade environmental

disasters in history. But because the blowout took place aboard Transocean’s Deepwater

Horizon drilling rig, the media addressed the disaster as BP’s Deepwater Horizon blowout and

oil spill. In fact, the 2016 Hollywood film about the tragedy is named, simply: Deepwater

Horizon.Nevertheless, it was, in fact, BP’s Macondo blowout.BP’s Macondo blowout killed

eleven men. Further, the half �billion-dollar Transocean Deepwater Horizon burned, capsized,

and sank in the mile-deep Gulf. An estimated five million barrels (200 million gallons) of crude

oil spilled into the Gulf during a media feeding frenzy that lasted eighty �six days. Costs

skyrocketed, eclipsing $60 billion—pushed by failed businesses, open-ocean cleanup,

coastline and estuary rejuvenation, and litigation-related fines and penalties that, as of 2018,

do not yet include the results of ongoing civil trials.So, where do I, John Turley, fit in? Offshore



operations, and drilling operations in general, occupied much of my professional career. In

retirement, I was the neighborhood “oil guy,” which led family and friends—inundated by TV

and internet news—to ask, “John, what happened to that rig in the Gulf?”My inability to answer

that single question led me to start digging. I returned to the world of research and gathered

publicly available data wherever I could find it. I reviewed United States Coast Guard

depositions, company investigative reports, engineering procedures, published studies, and

court transcripts. The more hard-data I uncovered, the more hooked I became at filling in the

blanks and completing the puzzle as to what caused the blowout.During the interim, I made a

two-part decision.First, I committed myself to ignoring finger-pointing, politics, opinion, he-said-

she-said, oily beaches, media headlines, court findings, company cultures, journalists,

attorneys, and—albeit with great difficulty—the people involved, whether victims, survivors, or

associated leaders.Second, I would focus on only one thing—hard data. The data would tell

me the story I needed to know in concert with my mantra—Only if we understand and care

about the cause of BP’s Macondo blowout will we know why it should not have happened and

why it should never happen again.The data I found were compelling, but I knew it would mean

little to those friends and family who still wanted to know “what happened to that rig in the

Gulf?” To answer their question, I let the hard data define a chronologically accurate skeletal

framework within which I wrote a book—The Simple Truth: BP’s Macondo Blowout.A key

element of my writing goal was to include and use all the data I’d gathered and to explain the

technical cause of the disaster in a way that, for example, my non-engineering father might

have appreciated.For that reason, and because eleven key personnel from the rig perished that

dreadful night and could not speak for themselves, I wrote the book as narrative nonfiction. The

data are real, but the story is written as a novel with made-up characters—surrogates for those

who survived and those who died.More than a hundred literary agents turned down my query

letters and manuscript submissions for The Simple Truth. Many didn’t respond, perhaps

because they didn’t like my writing. Others turned me down using reasons like “untold litigious

liability.” It seems they wanted nothing to do with the risk of an unknown author telling The

Simple Truth about a major disaster.So, I self-published The Simple Truth in September 2012.

I worked with Ebook Tops to publish paperback and ebook versions.To date, sales are nice,

comments are positive, and I’m in the black. But it’s also important for me to look back to when

an industry leader read my book and phoned me in late 2012. As an executive for a major

energy company, he invited me to attend a corporate HES (health, environment, and safety)

conference to present the results of my research findings. That successful event opened the

way for me to make dozens of subsequent technical and keynote presentations across the US

and around the world. Those presentations form the basis for this publication, From the

Podium.After almost fifty such presentations, I was invited by the Society of Petroleum

Engineers (SPE) to be an SPE Distinguished Lecturer for 2015-2016 and to make thirty more

presentations (same topic) to SPE sections on a global basis.I made my last SPE-DL

presentation in Brisbane, Australia, on May 19, 2016, after which I declared an end to my

seventy-three �month, passion-driven, self-imposed Macondo mission.Yet it hasn’t been a clean

break because at virtually every technical presentation somebody asked for a copy of my

slides. I always apologized before I turned them down—because I had an obligation to make

my slides available to SPE so that SPE could publish the slides on their website. I have fulfilled

that obligation, so SPE members can now go to the SPE-DL site and see the slides.But—those

slides contain none of the text included herein. Accordingly, this document—From the Podium:

BP’s Macondo Blowout—is the only complete, annotated, footnoted resource about my

research-related presentations and recommendations. Presentation Format This presentation



—From the Podium: BP’s Macondo Blowout—includes my slides, text, and Q&A from four

years of presentations, including my 2015-16 SPE-DL road trip.Audience members who

scheduled at least an hour and who participated in extensive Q&A got very close to hearing

the full story, as told here. Those with less time and fewer questions got less.Though this

written text is comprehensive, there are a number of topics in The Simple Truth that could not

be covered in From the Podium. In general, if a topic was not germane to understanding the

physical cause of the blowout, I’ve left it for The Simple Truth to tell the more-comprehensive,

fully footnoted, story.This document, especially when paired with The Simple Truth, is intended

for the general reading public, but it is particularly important to petroleum engineering faculty

and students and to all others in the O&G industry (including members of SPE) who care about

and want to understand the cause of BP’s 2010 Macondo blowout in the Gulf of

Mexico.Nevertheless, and for the record, the following is not an SPE presentation, nor is it

presented here as an SPE document.Accordingly, whether you are a layman or a technical

expert, if you care about the cause of the blowout, I hereby invite you into my world. Speaker

Introduction As a young engineer John Turley worked for Phillips Petroleum Company and

Tenneco Oil and Gas, and then taught petroleum engineering at Marietta College in the US

before joining Marathon Oil Company, where he served as Gulf Coast drilling manager,

UK operations manager, manager of worldwide drilling, and vice president engineering &

technology. He holds a professional degree in petroleum engineering from Colorado School of

Mines, an M.S. degree in ocean engineering from the University of Miami, and an executive

management degree from Harvard.After he retired, John independently researched the 2010

Macondo blowout and published The Simple Truth—a facts-based book in which he examines

the engineering cause of BP’s Macondo blowout aboard the Transocean Deepwater Horizon.

He has spoken on the topic to numerous technical, academic, and industry audiences around

the world.It is my pleasure to introduce John Turley. PRESENTATION After such an

introduction, I shake hands with the host, go to the podium, and pick up the mic. I use no notes.

A title slide is already on the screen. My presentation follows. SLIDE 1 Assessing and applying

are key words in my presentation.Our goal will be to trace and understand the failure

mechanisms that led to and caused the Macondo blowout[1], so that we can apply what we

learn to future wells. We’re going to do this by looking at data, all data, from a petroleum

engineering perspective.Let’s begin by looking at the Macondo well prior to the blowout. SLIDE

2In late 2009, BP (the operator) began drilling its 20,000-foot exploration well in a mile (about

5,000 feet) of water, utilizing an anchored rig named Marianas. That rig was ultimately

damaged by a hurricane and replaced by the Deepwater Horizon in 2010.The target was a

deep geologic structure (nicknamed Macondo) below about 17,000 feet subsea. The nickname

allowed for private discussions in public places, without identifying the well. But it also meant

the well became the Macondo well, and the ultimate disaster became the Macondo blowout.So

—let’s jump deep into the well, to about 17,000 feet. SLIDE 4 Note: The tiny words in the

diagram (on the left, above, noted as diagram 15,) are extracted from The Simple Truth and are

not specifically important to the presentation. But—the big words on the right side do matter.

Readers are invited to review details of all diagrams as extracted from The Simple Truth at the

end of this work (including a full-size copy of diagram 15, herein).# # #Slide 4 shows the

floating rig (Deepwater Horizon) and the Macondo well. The rig, using GPS and thrusters to

stay on location, was considered a vessel underway; hence, it had a captain and was regulated

by the US Coast Guard (USCG). And that’s why the USCG (rather than the federal MMS)[2][3]

led the original post-blowout depositions of survivors and personnel related to the Macondo

well and the blowout.A note of interest: Since the Deepwater Horizon[4] was a powered vessel,



like a ship, its name in print is always in italics. Conversely, the Marianas, an anchored rig, is

not considered a powered vessel at sea; therefore, its name is not italicized. Though not part of

this presentation, see diagram 1 from The Simple Truth, herein, for a photo of the Transocean

Marianas, and diagram 7, herein, for an early photo of the Deepwater Horizon.Now, back to

slide 4 (and, yes, there is no slide 3, as replaced by two lines of text in slide 4).The floating rig

was connected to the Macondo well by a 21 �inch �diameter marine riser, also known as a drilling

riser (capacity about 1500 barrels). The riser was connected to the blowout preventers (BOPs),

which were firmly connected to the wellhead (casing head), and in turn to the structural casing

strings that penetrate the seafloor. All subsequent drilling activities took place through the

drilling riser.The 18 ¾-inch, 15,000-psi BOP stack, solidly fixed to the wellhead, was topped by

two 10,000-psi annular BOPs (though one was de-rated to 5,000 psi to accommodate stripping

6!]-inch drillpipe). Below the annular BOPs were three VBRs (variable-bore rams), a blind-shear

ram (BSR), and a casing shear ram. The lower VBR was dedicated to act as a test ram. (See

diagram 5 from The Simple Truth, BOP schematic, herein.)As drilling progressed, using

synthetic-oil-based mud, multiple strings of casing were run to just below 17,000 feet (see slide

4, the upper big arrow). After drilling out and testing the 9!^-inch shoe to 16.0 ppg (pounds per

gallon), the operator then took a few days to drill the next thousand feet of wellbore, with

several interesting findings.Early on, a ten-foot-thick stringer of sand required 14.2-ppg mud.

The operator would have liked the drill-ahead mud weight to be heavier, but persistent lost-

circulation zones below the sand stringer proved to be sensitive to increased mud weights and

required massive doses of lost-circulation material (LCM)[5] to control mud losses.And then

good news: The operator drilled a 200-foot-thick oil-and-gas discovery “pay zone” (see slide 4,

the lower arrow). The pressure of fluids in the pay zone proved to be 1,000 psi underbalanced

(less than) than the pressure exerted by the 14.2 �ppg mud column[6].With the 10-foot sand

stringer under control, the lost circulation zones plugged, and the pay zone over pressured by

1,000 psi, the operator drilled an additional 160 feet of wellbore below the pay zone to look for

additional hydrocarbons, and to ensure adequate footage of wellbore below the pay zone for

well-logging and casing operations. SLIDE 5 After extensive well-logging and formation-testing

activities, the operator made a bit trip to bottom and then ran a single string of 9!^ �inch X 7-inch

production casing[7] (see top arrow in slide 5). The operator used a 5,000-foot-long drillpipe[8]

workstring to get the top of casing down to the wellhead, where the casing was hung with a

casing hanger. (See a scaled-up version of diagram 16 from The Simple Truth, herein.)The

casing was landed 56 feet above the bottom, and for good reason. Specifically, in deep-water

operations, the casing hanger, located on top of the casing, must reach and seat inside the

casing head, at the seafloor, before the bottom of the casing reaches the bottom of the well.

The opposite would be disastrous—requiring the too-long casing string to be pulled from the

well and sent back to town for the threaded connections to be redressed.The 56 feet of open

wellbore below the casing (see lowermost arrow in slide 5) was called the rat hole, an area of

importance to the rest of this discussion.A twin-flapper float collar (see the second big arrow)

had been installed in the Macondo production casing string, near the middle of the pay zone.

The flappers in the float collar were designed to act as one-way check valves. If and when they

were closed, flow up the casing would not have been possible.Note: See the schematic of the

float collar, diagram 14 from The Simple Truth, herein.But there was a catch. The casing was

run (as designed) with the flappers blocked open, so that, as the casing was lowered into the

wellbore, mud[9] filled the casing from the bottom up. Then, as planned, the open flappers

were “converted” into high-pressure check valves. Conversion was initiated (as typical) by

increasing the fluid flow through the float collar (while circulating bottoms up or while displacing



the cement) to a predetermined rate (barrels of mud per minute). The converted flappers then

became one-way check valves.Two kinds of cement[10] were used for the production casing

(see the third big arrow, slide 5, pointing to the brown stuff inside and outside the casing). The

lead slurry (uppermost in the annulus) was 16.7-ppg Class H cement, which was followed by

lightweight nitrified cement (generally across the pay zone), and finally by additional 16.7-ppg

Class H cement as the tail slurry. The Class-H tail slurry filled the lowermost annulus and filled

the inside of the bottom 180 feet of casing, called the shoe track (see the third big arrow). The

shoe track is the interval of casing between the float collar and the guide shoe (bottom end of

the casing). The combined heavy and lightweight slurries in the annulus were designed to

ensure the cement column did not exceed 14.2 ppg, because of the lost �circulation zones.
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